Before the PTA Official’s perjuries on 06-10-05, my wife’s attorney and my attorney battled it
out over whether or not the PTA Official should be allowed to testify. It was clear that neither
she nor the Principal had been properly disclosed or subpoenaed, but the magistrate allowed the
testimony anyway:

(My attorney did an excellent job of arguing her points and the magistrate agreed at first.)
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(The magistrate was then concerned about a motion to modify (and got one from my side after
temporary orders were issued, but denied it without a hearing to retaliate for firing her friend.))

(See “Offer of Proof”)
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(See “Perjury – PTA Official”. The magistrate’s decision was just as shocking as my wife’s
attorney’s “Offer of Proof”, but we didn’t begin to realize until 07-22-05, following the final
temporary orders’ hearing, how devastating not only the perjuries were to my case, but also how
devastating the judicial bias would be to my entire family. This magistrate, as I found out in the
post-divorce, is just another man-hater that has managed to gain a position of trust in our
community, which she obviously uses to accomplish her hateful agenda. Recently, it was
explained to me that her lesbianism has gotten in the way of her doing her job in the past too,
which explains the yelling and screaming at me in her courtroom one day in front of many others
that were waiting for their cases to be called up. However, there is no excuse for the things she
did to fix the divorce against me and there is no doubt that she was biased in favor of my wife,
was working with my wife’s attorney and the CFI to influence judicial proceedings even after she
was disqualified from the case. This magistrate’s salary is a complete waste of taxpayer money,
and she, my wife’s attorney and the CFI should be disbarred.)
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